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Welcome
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What will be covered today:

Super-speedy recap of the Care Review and an update

The Oversight Board

– What it will *actually* do?

– What will be expected from members?

– What support will members get?

– How can I get involved?

Other opportunities to be involved in The Promise

How all the opportunities fit together

Any questions? 
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you spoke!





Commissioned research and analysis seeking answers and 
solutions:  focused on sticky issues

PLUS evaluative methodologies 

• poverty conflated with neglect 

• transgenerational patterns of 
care

• secure care evidence map 

• siblings evidence review  

• international model mapping 

• evidence base on parents’ views 

• deprivation, geography and 
children entering care analysis

• societal context of care 

• operationalisation of love

All based on what was heard: specific, focused and cross-
referenced with each other 

Super-speedy recap and update



Seven reports:

1. the promise 

2. the pinky promise

3. the plan 

4. the money 

5. follow the money 

6. the rules

7. thank you

Super-speedy recap and update
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The Five Foundations of ‘the promise’



Scotland listened!



“The Independent Care Review published 
one of the most significant reports that we 
will consider in this session of Parliament. 

Indeed, I consider this to be one of the most 
important moments so far in my tenure as 

First Minister.”

“A radical overhaul is what the 
Review demands, and that is 

what we have a duty to 
deliver.”

“We will work with local authorities, care 
providers and all other relevant partners to 

make the necessary changes to care.” 

The First Minister 5th February 2020



“I am making this statement today to 
underline my political and personal 

commitment to turning its vision of how 
we must care for our most vulnerable 
young people into reality as quickly as 

possible.”

- First Minister Nicola Sturgeon





it’s time for ACTION!



The Plan to #KeepThePromise will involve everyone, 
including central and local government, the third sector and 

care providers. Many are already clear on their role and 
responsibility and acknowledge the need to change shape 

including practice and culture. 

The commitments to #KeepThePromise across Scotland 
show a clear willingness and readiness to get on with the 

programme of change required.  
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Devise & deliver The Plan to #KeepThePromise:
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Devise & deliver The Plan to #KeepThePromise:
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‘Outputs’
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‘Outputs’
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Engagement

Super-speedy recap and update

Phase 1: WEBINARS to help organisations understand implementation 
and how to respond. (Oct)

Phase 2: DISCUSSION: listening, helping work through what change will 
look like for each organisation. (Oct/Nov)

Phase 3: CONSOLIDATION: Reviewing, going back to organisations to 
reflect what has been said. 

Synthesising it all into The Plan. (Nov/Dec) 

Phase 4: ACCOUNTABILITY: The Plan goes to The Oversight Board for 
their consideration for ratification / approval. (Jan 2021)

Those with lived experience decide if The Plan will #KeepThePromise



Engagement Document

Super-speedy recap and update
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Super-speedy recap and update

Questions to be answered…



Extended Family
Trying to explore whether there 
is anyone connected to the 
family willing & capable to take 
care of Isla

Panel Members
Listening to the information 
provided. Reviewing reports & 
papers submitted. Decision 
making

Children’s Hearing System (CHS)
Facilitating the legal forum & 
supporting panel members in 
fulfilling their roles

Scottish Children’s Reporter 
Administration (SCRA)
Facilitating the legal forum

Sheriff Court
Legal forum to assist with the 
establishment of ‘grounds for 
referral’ (or not)

Family Support Worker
Allocated to support Isla’s 
parents address the concerns 
relating to the home 
environment. Also have a role in 
trying to increase parenting 
capacity

Local Authority Social Worker
Assessing Isla’s needs, and of 
her wider world. Case 
management for Isla i.e. liaising 
with all other agencies involved 
to ensure that they are working 
to support a Care Plan for Isla

Team Manager
Supervising the allocated social 
worker & providing advice and 
guidance on how to move 
forward

Foster Carers
Providing care for Isla whilst she 
is with them. Offering 
observations on how Isla is 
doing and developing

Supervising Social Worker 
(Family Placement Team)
Supporting the development of 
carers to help them fulfil their 
role to the best level. They will 
liaise with other professionals, 
alongside and at times for the 
carer

Health Visitors
Providing an understanding of 
Isla’s health & development. 
Provide information relating to 
the historic & current 
engagement with the family. 
Advising of the effectiveness of 
the family support to Isla’s 
development & implement any 
advice / guidance provided

Early Years Staff
Providing relevant information 
to how Isla is supported in her 
nursery placement. Reflecting 
historic & current family 
situation & any changes in Isla’s 
development or presentation

Children’s Advocacy Rights 
Workers
Representing Isla’s views & 
perspectives & ensuring these 
are acknowledged & taken into 
account when decisions are 
being made that impact on her

Supervisor for Contacts
Assessing the interaction 
between Isla & parents during 
contact

Implementing Local Authority
Legally responsible for 
implementing the legal order & 
any conditions attached. Also 
from Children (Scotland) Act 
1995, has obligations to 
safeguard children’s welfare 
when there is a concern 
highlighted / reported

Isla’s Parents
Trying to meet the 
responsibilities they have 
towards Isla. Also seeking to 
have their parental rights 
upheld

Addiction Services
Supporting Isla’s mother to 
develop more positive coping 
strategies with her low mood, 
rather than relying on alcohol. 
Isla's mother is to be supported 
to achieve recovery or work 
towards harm reduction.

Legal Representative
Providing legal support, advice 
& guidance to Isla’s parents. 
Advocating on behalf of parents 
and ensuring that their rights 
are upheld

General Practitioner (GP)
Providing health advice & also 
treatment for Isla’s mother’s 
emotional wellbeing needs

Isla

Service Redesign



The support The Promise will offer the ‘system’

Capability and capacity building

Support with target setting to make sure they reflect what matters 

to the care community

Tools and methods

Scoping and prioritisation for delivery

Support through the Promise Partnership

Removing barriers to progress
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This matters because…

Children, young people and families cannot get the support they need if 

they are not involved in designing services in the first place.

Children, young people and families must be part of decision-making about 

how services work.
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And leads us on to…



the Oversight Board
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Welcome
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What will be covered today:

Super-speedy recap of the Care Review and an update

The Oversight Board

– What it will *actually* do?

– What will be expected from members?

– What support will members get?

– How can I get involved?

Other opportunities to be involved in The Promise

How all the opportunities fit together

Any questions? 
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What will the Oversight Board *actually* do?



Over the coming months, across the length and breadth of Scotland, all 

organisations with a role and responsibility to #KeepThePromise, from many 

different sectors, will be supported to devise a single, collectively owned multi-

agency Plan accompanied by a monitoring and evaluation framework - based 

on what matters to children, young people and their families.

The Plan will be put before The Oversight Board in early 2021 for their 

consideration / approval / ratification. 

Then The Oversight Board’s primary role will be to maintain oversight of The 

Plan to ensure that Scotland is making progress towards its responsibility to 

#KeepThePromise

What will the Oversight Board *actually* do?



The monitoring and evaluation framework will be capable of monitoring 

progress against The Plan based on targets that reflect what matters to 

children and families

The Oversight Board will track the progress that all organisations make 

separately as well as the progress that Scotland makes collectively towards 

The Plan looking at whether targets* are being met, or not

The Oversight Board will report to the care community and to parliament on 

the progress made (pace and performance) to #KeepThePromise

The Oversight Board will use its networks, relationships and governance 

structure to push to make sure Scotland does #KeepThePromise and The 

Plan becomes the reality

What will the Oversight Board *actually* do?
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What will the Oversight Board *actually* do?

The Oversight Board will:

meet six times a year, starting in January 2021 

– March, May, July, September, November  

– focus on a rolling programme of work

(initially) consider The Plan (for approval / ratification)

– including ‘pace and performance’ reviews of The Plan

– agree content of the reports to the care community and to parliament

– consider a localised accountability model of governance

have at least 50% of its (approx. 20) members with care experience

be chaired by Fiona Duncan
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What will the Oversight Board *actually* do?
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What will the Oversight Board *actually* do?
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What will be expected from members?
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What will be expected from members?

All members will be expected to:

give 12 days a year, to attend 6 

meetings with a day of 

preparation for each

commit to a 3-year appointment 

term 

– with the option of extension for 2 

years at a yearly increment

adhere to a set of values →→→
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Collectively Board Members will:

provide critical analysis on the progress made to #KeepThePromise 

all across Scotland to establish if the change demanded is happening 

– in keeping with the Care Review’s vision

– at pace 

identify where those responsibility for change are not fulfilling their 

obligations 

– support the surfacing of what is getting in the way of change and identify 

how to tackle these

– challenge poor performance 

What will be expected from members?
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Collectively this will require developing:

an understanding of the both national and local bridges and barriers 

to change that are of critical importance to the lives of children and 

families

an accountability model for change that does not sit solely at national 

level 

– With the Oversight Board exploring local accountability structures in early 

2021 designed to hold to account local areas responsible for change

• This will aim to ensure speedy remedy for local issues and help make 

sure that if something is not going as it should be in a local area, it can 

initially be dealt with in that local area.

What will be expected from members?
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Collectively Board Members will also:

consider and agree on the content for the annual progress reports for 

the care community and to parliament 

be willing and able to bring an understanding of (either personal 

and/or professional) Scotland’s system of care to the responsibilities 

and accountabilities of the Board

act as ambassadors of The Promise, promote and represent the work 

externally and develop and maintain good relations and effective 

networks with relevant stakeholder groups

What will be expected from members?
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What support will members get?
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What support will members get?

All members will get:

induction and training 

free, confidential counselling service

an annual check-in meeting with the Head of Governance and Strategy 

to make sure each member is being as effective as they can be and is 

receiving all the support they need

Plus:

every 2 years, the Board as a whole, will review its effectiveness
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What support will members get?

Each member will also get a bespoke package of support designed for 

them, if they would like that, for example (but not restricted to):

a buddy or mentor (especially for Board members who have not fulfilled 

a similar responsibility before)

support with the content or details in the Board papers

The ‘small print’:

conflicts of interest will be considered, for example from people who are 

involved in organisations with a responsibility to #KeepThePromise.  (this 

will also be considered in the application process)
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What support will members get?

And:

whilst being a member of the Oversight Board does not constitute a 

‘public appointment’, all members will be offered remuneration in line 

with similar public body appointments at £225 per day. 

there may likely be other occasions in which Board members will be 

invited to work on behalf of The Promise and those will be 

remunerated on the same basis as the requirement of this 12 days per 

year
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How can I get involved?
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How can I get involved?
Open advert

Detailed recruitment 

pack

Agency supporting the 

sift of applicants and 

presenting the panel 

with candidates

The panel will include 

representatives from 

the Care Review and 

the Chair
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How can I get involved?
Think about your answers to these four questions:

What is your commitment to the implementation of the promise and 

findings of the Independent Care Review? 

What experience, skills and knowledge would you bring to the role of a 

Board member? 

What do you think are the most challenging aspects of making sure 

Scotland will #KeepThePromise?

Where do you think the areas of opportunities are to support Scotland to 

#KeepThePromise?

And be ready to tell The Promise a bit about yourself, what your interests are 

and what you would like the recruitment panel to know about you. 
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How can I get involved?

The process will be open and fair:

Advert will be live this Friday 23rd October and appear on social media 

channels and in the press

The closing date for applications is Friday 20th November (4 weeks)

Responses to the four questions and … can be made by letter, or via a short 

video (max 4 minutes)

The team reading applications will be looking for 1) commitment to the 

Care Review’s vision; 2) an understanding of the Oversight Board’s role and 

responsibility; 3) a willingness to execute that role; and 4) commitment to 

the values – to make sure that Scotland can #KeepThePromise 
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How can I get involved?

The timing of the recruitment process: is aligned to the work being done to 

devise The Plan

Applications deadline by 20th November 2020

Everyone will hear back by 4th December 2020

Interviews will be week beginning 14th December 202

Appointments made by 31st December 2020

Inductions throughout January 2021

First meeting in January 2021



Other opportunities
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Two BIG ones:
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Two BIG ones:

1. Local Oversight Boards

Length and breadth of Scotland

Variety of roles / responsibilities
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Two BIG ones:

2. The Promise Design School (will be established later this year)

a service design training programme to support the care community get 

ready, feel able and confident and be supported to play the vital role they 

will in delivering The Plan

– learn about service design

– gain the skills and confidence to participate in service design

– get opportunities to be meaningfully involved in service design

– have ongoing support
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Two BIG ones:

2. The Promise Design School will:

train Promise Design Champions who will ensure families and care 

experienced children and young people are embedded in all future service 

design decision making, service delivery and evaluation

(after the initial training) provide on-going top-ups to ensure that Promise 

Design Champions are well-equipped and confident to work in 

partnership within and outside their organisation

Promise Design Champions will play a key role in continually driving local 

and national change and improving standards for participation ensuring 

that children and families and care experienced people are ready, able and 

supported to play the vital role they will in delivering The Plan



more coming soon…
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Recruitment:

plus…



Recruitment:

Applications from the care community welcomed

plus…



transition team 
3/5 are care experienced

recruitment plan

Recruitment:

Applications from the care community welcomed

plus…



transition team 
3/5 are care experienced

recruitment plan

Recruitment:

posts filled

Applications from the care community welcomed

plus…



Recruitment phase two will be later this year

Applications from the care community will be welcomed

plus…



how does this all fit together?
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Fit:
The Oversight Board will track change, hold all of Scotland to account and 

report to parliament and the care community 

Local Oversight Boards will track the change in their local area across all 

stakeholders and report to local structures (such as elected members)

The Oversight Board and Local Oversight Boards will work together and be linked
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Fit:
The Oversight Board will track change, hold all of Scotland to account and 

report to parliament and the care community 

Local Oversight Boards will track the change in their local area across all 

stakeholders and report to local structures (such as elected members)

The Oversight Board and Local Oversight Boards will work together and be linked

The Promise Design School Champions will work nationally and locally with 

stakeholders to drive change and make sure that the care community is 

embedded in all future service design decision making, service delivery and 

evaluation
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fit:

role no. of roles no. of days per year day rate

Oversight Board Members 20 (+1) Between 12-24 £225

Local Oversight Board 
Members

200+ Between 12-24 tbc

Promise Design Champions 300+ 6 for training / around 10
as designers

tbc

Promise Ambassadors c. 15 around 10 per year Tbc



MOST importantly:

what is the best fit for YOU?



any questions?
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thank you
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